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 The research aims to find out the most important ways to estimate the taxable income in 
Islamic Sharia and Malaysian law. Estimate of income first task of tax administration; 
as it should compare between two interests namely: the public interest in which tax 
payment should be adequate to contribute to the expenses of the State, and between the 
private interests of tax payers to pay the least amount of money on their income. The 
study has shown that there are similar interconnected points between the Islamic law 
and the Malaysian law, as Islamic Shariah has recognized certain tax principle such as 
self-assessment taxation, and administrative assessment, and Malaysian law has applied 
such principle and developed it in line with the times, as well as to give the optional 
power to tax administration in the estimate of income. Also Islamic Shariah differed 
from Malaysian law that applied the principle of tax money as handheld and not 
required, contrary to the general rule in the laws relating to debt. 
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 Income taxes provide important economical and political growth to countries these days. Success of the tax 
system depends on how effective is the income tax legislation, how efficiently is it managed and how fair is the 
judiciary. One of the most important mechanisms for the management of successful tax income is to determine 
the income fairly and accurately. Therefore estimation of income the primary phase of the task. This process of 
estimation is and will continue to be an issue of legal debate worth further research. Islam has been keen on 
showing kindness and flexibility to the tax payers both Muslims and non-Muslims, So so that they don't get 
abused. It has narrated that the Prophet PBUH: delegated Abdullah ibn Arqam on the collection of dhimmis 
tribute. When he passed in front of the prophet PBUH he called him and said: " whoever does injustice to a 
confederate, or cause him effort beyond his means or takes dues from him without his consent (the prophet 
PBUH) will defend him on the day of judgement . Malaysian law is also keen on ways and procedures that lead 
to knowing the real income of the person. However the law granted the tax administration discretion on 
determining the real income of a person which may overcome the taxpayer's declaration of income. Therefore 
this research came as a comparison between the Islamic and Malaysian legislation to determine the best methods 
for tax estimation, legitimacy and applications and harmonisation between Islamic and Malaysian laws. 
 
Research Problem:  
 The research reflects on the broad discretion given by law to the tax administration: the tax administration 
is authorized by law to achieve its objectives, the most important of which is public interest in due process it 
may cause grievance to the rights of the taxpayers. The grievance is usually an overestimation by the tax 
department that makes the tax payer have a significant burden. This leads to the loss of confidence between the 
tax payer and the tax department. The tax payer therefore violates the law to avoid over taxation leading to 
conflict. On the other hand the proper estimation of taxable income based on convenience and explanation of 
income statement achieves fair tax estimation for both the tax payer and the tax administration. This is 
performed by comparing the income assessment system in Malaysia and the extent of its compatibility with 
Islamic law. 
 
Research Questions:  
1. What are the most important methods to assess taxable income in accordance to Islamic law and the 
Malaysian law. 
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2. To what extent are the similarities and differences between Islamic and Malaysian laws in the estimation of 
Malaysian income funds? 
3. How to assess a fair income tax and provide recommendations to improve the estimation of income. 
 
Research objectives: 
1. To comprehend the most important ways to assess income in accordance with the legitimate basis in Islamic 
law, and the legal basis in the Malaysian law. 
2. To indicate the extent of harmony, similarities and differences between Islamic law and Malaysian law in the 
estimation of taxable income funds. 
3. To reach a fair tax and come up with recommendations to improve the estimation of income. 
 
The importance of research: 
 The importance of this research stems from scholarly and practical aspects. Scholarly it is the first research 
of the its kind to compare between Malaysian law and Islamic law from this perspective. From a practical aspect 
assessing the income is the primary difficult task. The more fair is the tax assessment the less is the ensuing 
dispute and vice versa. 
 Perhaps the most important ways of tax assessment are: self-declaration and tax administrative estimation, 
They are as follows: 
 
1.Self-declaration (Assessment) of income: 
 The method of self declaration of taxable income is a just means that leads to the satisfaction of just 
taxation. It leads to the actual income of the tax payer. Self-declaration of taxable income is stated in the Islamic 
and Malaysian laws as follows: 
 
1.1- Self-declaration (Assessment) of taxable income in Islamic law: 
 The Islamic legislator acknowledged self declaration of taxable income as a means of knowing the actual 
income. On the other hand this stimulates a sense of faith and conjecture on the part of the tax payer and feeling 
of participation in the public interest. This is also known as social responsibility and solidarity. 
 The legitimacy of tax declaration is recognised in the Holy Qur'an: }O you who believe! Stand firmly for 
justice, as witnesses to God, even if against yourselves..{. According to the meaning of the verse decrees that 
believers are to abide by righteousness and justice in witness even against themselves. 
 And the legitimacy of the tax declaration is also stated in Sunnah: Muslim narrated from Jarir ibn Abdullah 
the prophet PBUH said: some Arab people to the Prophet PBUH said: The the tax collectors do us injustice. The 
prophet PBUH said : instructed the tax collectors to do justice to their tax payers. Gareer said from that day on 
no tax payer was not satisfied from me . 
 Bashir bin Al_khasasih, said: "We said, O Messenger of Allah PBUH : The tax collectors do us injustice. 
Can we hide from our money as much as they do us injustice? He said: No " . 
 Abu Hurayrah andAbu Asid, may Allah be pleased with them, the Messenger of Allah PBUH said: "people 
are obliged if the tax collector visits them to welcome him and show him all their monies. They are not to hide 
anything from him. If he does them justice then be it if he does them injustice he only harms himself" . 
 Caliph of believers Omar bin Abdul Aziz wrote to his employee Zureiq Ibn Hayyan to take taxes one tenth 
of the declared funds of traders, this does not mean that the Islamic legislator cannot conduct investigation and 
control and precision over monies collected. This is easily done through the Islamic administration, but it was 
not necessary for the sincerity of financiers at that time. At the dawn of Islam the tax collectors were content 
with what the tax payers declared and trusted it, without any investigations and without making an Oath. 
However during the late Umayyad era management became dependent on the administrative estimation of tax. 
 Mawardi said: During the era of the Caliph of the faithful Abdul Malik bin Marwan prevented Hajjaj bin 
Yusuf al-Thaqafi Wali of Iraq to over tax the funds of dhimmis. He wrote to Hajjaj: "don't be more caring for 
what taxes collected more than monies left with the people [...advise them on how to invest their remaining 
funds] and leave them enough monies to allow them to profit" . 
 Caliph Omar bin Khattab developed a bases for which collect taxation based on the prices of fruits and 
other income sources. These are not to be increased, If tax payers are still not able to pay he decreased the tax 
and did not overwork the tax payers. This is what Abu Yusuf advised the faithful Harun al-Rashid,when he 
counselled Him: The Principle of tax payers ability is confirmed in Islamic law, when the caliph Omar ibn al-
Khattab asked Othman bin Hanif, and Hudhaifah the amount of tax collected and if they have overburdened the 
land Uthman ibn Hanif replied: we did not over burden the land and if you want to have more we can collect it. 
But the caliph Omar ibn al-Khattab was convinced. 
 In summary, the income tax is based on the ability to pay or lack of it .This is found this in the verse: 
}There is no blame on the weak, nor on the sick, nor on those who have nothing to give, provided they are true 
to God and His Messenger }, and therefore caliph Omar ibn al-Khattab exempted the old blind Jewish man from 
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paying jizya tax, due to his inability to afford the tax. He also exempted people with similar conditions . This 
demonstrates that the ability of the tax payer to pay is considered when collecting tax and that inability to pay 
justifies giving the tax payer from government funds as approved by Shariah. 
 
1. 2 - Method of Self- declaration (Assessment) of Income Tax in the Malaysian Law:  
 Tax return is defined as a written acknowledgment of tax, law imposes on the taxpayer, to indicate all 
sources of income under the documents, so that the Tax Department could conduct examination and assessment 
of the tax on its basis. It is worth mentioning that in order to produce the legal recognition of its impact must 
have been issued by the free sound will, does not tinged defective fraud and coercion, and be within the legal 
period for submission. 
 Article 77 ITA, ruled on tax declaration and self-assessment of income, that all income should be subject to 
the provisions of the base year of income assessment, which was initiated as the essential year for the 
assessment of income (Y / A) with the beginning of every fiscal year approved by the legislature, and so was 
considered self-assessment and went into effect as of that year. The basic year of the income tax assessment 
changes by the law depending on the sensitivity of the financial situation, and as required by the State's fiscal 
policy. Under article 77.1 ITA for the regulation of tax revenue that Return form are generally issued to 
taxpayers in early March each year. The return forms must be duly completed and returned to the inland 
Revenue Board within 30 days or such further period given by the Director-General [section 77(1)] is as 
follows; 
" Every company must furnish a return in the prescribed Form within six months from the date following the 
close of the accounting period, which constitutes the basis period for the year of assessment [section 77(1A)]. 
" If there is a change in the accounting period and the accounts are not closed on any date in a year, 
(a)  The company must submit a return for that year; and 
(b) the year of assessment in which the accounts are closed within six months from the date following the close 
of the accounting period [section 77(lB)] [Act A1069]. 
 As for individual must for each year of assessment furnish to the Director General a return the prescribed 
from not later than April in the year following that year of assessment [section 77(1) of the ITA]. 
 It is worth mentioning that the Director - General may exempt a person from the requirement to submit a 
file of returns by notice of Article 77, 2 ITA as circumstances require. 
 For newcomers to Malaysia: Article 77, 3 ITA ruled that: Individuals who arrive in Malaysia and are not 
chargeable to tax for a Y/A but are so chargeable for the following Y/A must inform the Director General within 
2 months of arriving in Malaysia to the effect that he is so chargeable. 
 Here we should caution that during the two months, not two months after the arrival of as some financiers 
believe. Regarding the detail required in the returns; the revenues must include the following details: Returns 
must declare: the chargeable income, the tax payable, other particulars as required section 77A(3) of the ITA. 
 It is worth mentioning that when the revenue income is submitted, assessment is deemed accomplishing the 
same day of revenue delivery, as required by Article 90.1 ITA. Considering that a receipt of the notification is 
submitted to the person per the day that the Director - General is supposed conducting the assessment, which is 
the date of submission of the returns in accordance with Article 90.2 (b) ITA. The legal consequences of this are 
very serious with regard to the entry into force deadline to appeal by the person harmed of the assessment, even 
if in the case of self-assessment, because of serious results that may lead to a barricaded administration's illegal 
tax decision. Also raises disputes corporate income whether taxable or not, relating to the application of Article 
77 of the above, it is similar to the system of income of individuals, usually to be conducted through the 
issuance of return forms to taxpayers in early March of each year, as well as that revenues documents must be 
updated, and then returned to the National Board of revenue within 30 days, or any other period of such 
determined by the Director - General in accordance with Article 77.1. 
 Malaysian law also authorized to submit returns on forms of electronic media or by electronic transmission, 
as determined by the Director-General in accordance with Article I52 (A). ITA. But the important question is 
that: What is the ruling of failure of submission of returns during the legal period? as it is permissible for the 
Director General to conduct an assessment, according to the best evaluation in accordance with Article 90.3 
ITA. (A) previous article applied to the income of individuals. More importantly, that the action of the Director 
General by conducting. This assessment does not relieve the person of the responsibility for the failure to 
provide returns of revenue as requirement of Article 3 90. 
 The legislator did not ignore failure to facilitate the taxpayer by the proceeds forms, for non - receipt, so 
decided to in Article 77.2 ITA : " where the taxpayer has not received the proceeds forms within 3 months of a 
given year, he must within 14 days of the month of April to inform the Director-General that he is subject to tax. 
" 
 Among the disputes and judicial precedents, to clarify this issue, what happened In Public Prosecutor v Oh 
Teng Kin (f), HS Ong J ( as he was then) was of the view that where the notice to file a return of income was 
received by a child, it was still a good notice, and the fact that it was received by a child was only a mitigating 
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factor in passing sentence. Conversely where a taxpayer completes the return form and sends it through the post 
in the envelope provided with the form, such posting may be considered sufficient compliance with a notice 
issued by the Director General, This rule is subject to the provisions of Article 147 ITA, which states in its 
provisions for the Director - General, he may by written notice, to ask any person to send any returns via 
registered mail. 
 And accordingly was ruled in the judicial case: Public Prosecutor v Tee Teong Tong.  
 
2 - Assessment of Income Tax by Tax Administration: 
 The main way to determine a base of income tax, is through concrete evidence in this matter which is the 
recognition provided by the taxpayer, however the taxpayer sometimes does not present his tax return, as 
required by law, or that his tax return was not accepted by the Administration to the existence of errors in the 
documents, or without invoking documents that supports recognition; Here are entitled to the tax administration 
to conduct direct estimation for a base of income. While this estimation of great importance to the outcome of 
the tax on the one hand, and to the achievement of justice tax on the other hand, the estimated tax base of 
income must be no less than the truth considerably less with the proceeds of the tax, and the consequent damage 
to the public interest and should not be more than the truth, then cause injustice the shoulders of taxpayers, gives 
them increase burden, and deviate from the principle of equality before income tax, so this cause problems to 
arise between the tax administration and taxpayer, therefore all these matters will be discussed as follows: 
 
2-1 Administrative Tax Assessment in Islamic Law: 
 Islamic legislator Authorized tax administration to conduct administrative direct manner in assessment to 
clear income, when the taxpayer refrain to pay or manipulated the right amount of income, even though the 
Islamic tax administration is authorized to perform this method, but this does not prevent from cooperation with 
taxpayer in assessment. As it does not contradict with the provisions of Islamic law, and did not stipulated in the 
provisions of narrated text, for example, what had done by Amr ibn al-Aas when authorized estimating land tax, 
and assessment to leaders of people and seniors in rural areas, as had been followed during the reign of the 
Byzantine Empire, those were discussing the nature of the land, the quality and kind of crop . Also Amr ibn al-
Aas used al-Muqawqis experience in choosing the best way, to collect taxes and undertake reforms such as 
digging canals and building bridges . As the Caliph Abdul Malik bin Marwan imposition of cash tax and using 
Dinar as currency and conducted estimation based on the distance of the land whether far or near . 
 The Islamic law envisaged that it was not originally in the imposition of the tax is the collection, but the 
organization of the contribution of Muslim community as whole to bear the burden of public interest, taking into 
account the ability of the taxpayer on expenses, and the survival of the source of income; therefore Islamic law 
took into account the deduction of costs generated for this income, as well as taking tax escalation in tax rate, 
and equality in distribution of the tax burden generally among taxpayers pursuant to the verse God does not 
burden any soul beyond its capacity, as Allah (SWT) estimated these amplitude saying they ask you about what 
they should give: say, "The surplus." Thus God explains the revelations to you, so that you may think., and is 
intended with increment here the surplus . 
 And confirms matter of capacity the commandment by the Caliph Omar ibn al-Khattab to Abu Abeida, 
saying : " And impose tax on them according to their capacity " . Also in his book Ibn Khaldun addressed the 
hyperbole in the tax rates of all kinds of direct and others, because of the sophistication and opulence of 
civilization and the increase in financial expenses, and stated that intervention in economic activities aimed at 
including increased tax revenue will reap the opposite result completely, which is loss of the resource base to 
revenues of taxes on traders or producers . The best way followed by the Islamic legislator in assessment of 
administrative tax was the random method of estimation (Khers) which is intended to guess the tax base on the 
basis of clues and evidence that can help to estimate the tax base, such as measure the amount of fruit, and the 
extent of maturity, this comes after the growth of crops and fruit ripening . In this regard al-Qaradawi sees the 
importance of two-sided at the same time, the first for Muslim house of money, and the second to ensure the 
rights of the taxpayer, that the latter can act in his fortune informed by the tax, on the other hand ensures the 
right of financial house of money. And this matter raises an important question with legislative nature, and that 
is, what is the basis of legitimacy of (Khers) in tax legislatios? 
 
2-2 Legitimacy Basis of (Khers): 
 Muslim jurists extracted the basic rules of (Khers) in the Sunnah that the majority of scholars and imams, 
including the Caliph Omar ibn al-Khattab agreed upon, and the doctrines of the three schools: Maliki, Shafi'i, 
and Hanbali . However, the Hanafi saw the illegality of (Khers) ; because it is speculation and guess based on 
intuition, while the right is not taken by guess, and this was the opinion of ahl al-Rai, and several scholars saw 
its legitimacy, while al-Shabi considered it as fad (Bidaa), and on this issue several scholars who see the 
legitimacy of (Khers) based on the following: the narration of mother of believers Aisha (God bless her) : " The 
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) sends Abdullah bin Rawahah to the Jews, to estimate fruit while 
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mature, before it is eaten, said : Then tell the Jews, to keep it or they pay for it according to that estimation . said 
it is ordered to conduct (Khers) to count fruits before they are eaten and distributed " and in another narration 
mentions al-Shawkani that Abdullah bin Rawahah while despatched by the Prophet (peace be upon him) to 
conduct (al- (Khers) on fruit in Khyber, was applying such (Khers)on the Jews and then say if you like it is 
yours and if you like is for me, and they accepted saying that is the heavens and the earth ruling, and Abdullah 
bin Obaid bin Omair saying : The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) ordered to conduct (Khers) on palm 
when ripening fruit .  
 And narrated by Saeed bin Musayyib from Attab bin Usaid, (may Allah be pleased with them), that the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) used to send to people some messengers to conduct (Khers) on their vines and 
fruits . However, the majority of scholars restricted (Khers) to the vineyard and palm trees only; because the 
fruit consumed moist, therefore should give them space. However, the previous texts of the sayings of the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) did not include definitive text in prohibiting the analogy to such cases, which 
concludes with permissible (Khers) in other than palm and vineyard, and nothing wrong with that, as long as it 
was identical analogy. The jurists ruled the need to leave the amount of fruits exempted from (Khers) to ease to 
the people of the implant, and application of the words of the Prophet (peace be upon him): eased in (Khers) as 
the implant included al-Adiah, al-Wattayah and al-Akalah (al-Adiah : the gift, and al-Wattayah : falling fruits, 
and al-Akalah : what eaten by owners ). And saying also : take and let the third, if did not let the third, then let 
the quarter . For this imam al-Shafei decides the need to leave the third of fruit Zakat or a quarter, for charity by 
the planting owner and fruit given to his family and the poor and needy. The majority of scholars ruled that the 
person in charge should be of the people of justice and piety, and they prohibited fruits savings; because it 
deprived the poor unlike eating from it. 
 Based on the foregoing, (Khers) may be conducted on fruits as a measure procedures for assessment of tax, 
and the Sunnah is enough alone to practice (Khers), which is consistent with the philosophy of estimating the 
tax itself, may also be seeking the expertise of the taxpayer on the basis of good faith and conscience has, on the 
one hand, On the other hand the taxpayer has the right to complain of the damage he has suffered due to the 
application of (Khers) . 
 In any case, Caliph Omar bin Khattab has set gradual scale for assessment depending on the type of crop 
and the land area similar to what is now called progressive tax, as is consistent with the production capacity of. 
Accordingly the land of al-Sham (Syria) was assessed, and the estimation came different from the land of Iraq. 
As well did the Caliph Ali ibn Abi Talib when estimated amounts of tax on land in some areas of the Euphrates 
as somewhat similar to what was practiced by al-Farouk. Finally the (Khers) is considered means to estimate the 
money subject to tax, but being kind of anticipation for the unseen, must be through right people and justice 
experts. 
 
2-3 Administrative Assessment of Tax in the Malaysian Law: 
 As mentioned earlier that if the tax administration accepted what stated in the acknowledgment made by the 
taxpayer, will conduct the assessment of the tax based upon, and this assessment will be final and is not subject 
to appeal, if the administration not satisfied, or in case of failure of the taxpayer for filing at the right time, shall 
be for administration, to assess income as deemed fit. The most important way is to use exterior clues, but it 
contains a percentage of error, as have the tax administration to resort to estimate earnings of taxpayer on the 
basis of analogy, consider the level of prices in previous years, compared with subsequent years; so that tax 
administration resort to estimate taxpayer's income using supposition and assumption, based on administrative 
decisions and executive regulations. Despite the advantage of such way of tax estimation as mentioned above, in 
terms of the speed, ease in the tax procedure, and to save time, effort and money, but it included some flaws as 
follows: 
1 - Ignore the personal circumstances of the taxpayer. 
2 - Distancing itself from truth and justice ; to have it based on inaccurate estimate, especially since the law may 
give tax administration wide discretion . 
3- Do not keep pace with economic developments and changes that occurred to a particular activity.  
 As well tax administration might agrees with the taxpayer himself on the amount of gross profit, and the 
fact that this agreement is not considered binding contract between them, because the income tax imposed by 
law, and its estimation is decided by administrative decision of the tax administration, the basic principle is that 
the agreement in the civil law is obliged to agree between parties, and prevents them from returning, However, 
the private tax law differs, the source is always the tax law and not the agreement, unless it concerns 
reconciliation in dispute . 
 In any case, if made available to the administration of other bases to build its estimate decision, all the 
words considered just a convergence of views on this matter, and may not be rejected by the parties, and above 
this may be that agreement origin of the dispute; therefore it is the right for both to upheld, and the beneficiary 
bears the burden of proof of its existence. Therefore, the issuance of the tax decision is confirmation of the tax 
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debt and the right of the state to designate on taxpayer, is an executive decision to the will of the legislature, and 
must be within the principle of legality, and the taxpayer is committed by it, being the right of the state 
 The administration may estimate profits with the help of experts in tax. However, the administration must 
clarify the foundations that its decision was built upon in the estimation of the tax base, because the taxpayer has 
the right to know the method taken by the tax administration in this regard. 
 Article 90 ruled that for the Director-General to accept the returns and conduct assessment according to 
Article 1,90 (A) in return is allowed to the Director-General also to reject the returns as he deems better and 
conduct assessment based on figures other than what stated in the documents according to the provision of 
Article 1,90 (B). 
 The Director-General may discover any other considerable discrepancy, and then he may use such a 
discrepancy in the estimation of gross income for all the years of assessment, and so, when the discovery of a 
single contradiction, the group of accounts cannot be relied upon, which is called by Malaysians scholars: 
Rosette Principle to assess income. Hence begins dissatisfaction and less trust between management and the 
taxpayer; then comes to a tax dispute. Pursuant to this issue, see a case in UHG judicial precedent against the 
Director General of tax administration, The taxpayer, of course, is not relieved from responsibility or default 
whether intentionally or the other to provide revenue in accordance with Article 90.2 . 
 For errors affecting the correctness of assessment notice, it contained in Article 143,1 ITA, provides the 
foundations upon which may be considered assessment or notice, void or capable of being revoked, therefore to 
avoid the emergence of any disputes about tax should have been mentioned as follows:  
First - the lack of essential information in the form of tax.  
Second - the error in the assessment.  
Third - omission in the assessment.  
Fourth - error in the name of the taxpayer.  
Fifth - error in the description of any taxable income.  
Sixth - error in the amount of income or taxes imposed on it.  
 With respect to the applicability of these items; the item (I) to (III) can be applied, as long as the assessment 
or notice is in terms of the tenor and the person and the result is in accordance to the Income Tax Act ITA in 
cases of evaluation, as well as the administration under evaluation where assumed with goodwill and common 
understanding to expect that the assessment or notice properly. As for the elements of (IV) to (VI), the 
evaluation of which may not be regarded as true, if it was applied to the income of the person concerned, whose 
assessment rendered in accordance with Article 143.4 . It should be noted that the tax director may conduct 
additional assessment after the tax is estimated to income, if it was discovered that the taxpayer has to hide 
important documents, or committed tax evasion in accordance with Articles 91, 114 and ITA. 
 It should be noted that not to confuse between self assessment by the taxpayer, and administrative 
assessment, for the legal implications on both of them. 
 Generally, the screening process conducted by the tax administration, has three expected tracks, namely: 
either to accept the acknowledgment of the assessment as final, with condition to inform the taxpayer with the 
acceptance of his income according to the acknowledgment, or either accept it, but adjusted according to the 
documents, or a refusal to the tax acknowledge after it became clear that varies with the taxpayer's financial 
situation, and then often it is not without the occurrence of disputes on this recognition . 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 The research reflects on the broad discretion given by law to the tax administration: the tax administration 
is authorized by law to achieve its objectives, the most important of which is public interest in due process it 
may cause grievance to the rights of the taxpayers. The grievance is usually an overestimation by the tax 
department that makes the tax payer have a significant burden. This leads to the loss of confidence between the 
tax payer and the tax department. The tax payer therefore violates the law to avoid over taxation leading to 
conflict. On the other hand the proper estimation of taxable income based on convenience and explanation of 
income statement achieves fair tax estimation for both the tax payer and the tax administration. This is 
performed by comparing the income assessment system in Malaysia and the extent of its compatibility with 
Islamic law. 
The study has shown a number of results, as follows: 
1- The Islamic Shariah has preceded all laws, not only in time, but in encouraging financiers to acknowledge 
their money, and taking into account their circumstances. 
2- There are similar interconnected points between the Islamic law and the Malaysian law, as Islamic Shariah 
has recognized certain tax principle such as self-assessment taxation, and administrative assessment, and 
Malaysian law has applied such principle and developed it in line with the times, as well as to give the optional 
power to tax administration in the estimate of income. 
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3- Found that the self-assessment of the most important right of the taxpayer, in order to save time, effort and 
money, and that administrative assessment is the most important financial right of tax administration as 
supplement to take its rights . 
4- Islami Shariah differed from Malaysian law that did not put the deadline for approval, but tied with of the 
harvest season and the fruit ripening. 
5- There is a similarity in the nature of the amount subject to income tax in the Islamic law and Malaysian law, 
it is considered as debt on the taxpayer since the completion of the acknowledgement or the administrative 
assessment, which is a distinctive debt, as it is the duty of performance despite the conflict, and not concession 
with another debt . 
6- Islamic Shariah differed from Malaysian law that applied the principle of tax money as handheld and not 
required, contrary to the general rule in the laws relating to debt.  
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